BY CHRISTINA EBB

A March 21 early morning brawl among more than 50 people, which erupted outside the Union Bar and ended at the UI, was the latest incident involving students and non-students perceived as targeting women, an employee from a neighboring bar and Tuesday.

David Knight, an assistant manager of Martines, 220 E. College St., was shot by the young woman who appeared to be in her early 20s, who threw against his bar's windows at approximately 2:40 a.m. The woman was twenty-three years old, police said, and lived in the Union Bar for a year or so.

"She got dressed in the front of the bar," Knight said, adding that she fell to the pavement, crying, screamed at him, and then had been shot in her head. "That was the end of her life.

Her attackers — four males and two females, Knight said — allegedly continued to parade around her. Knight said he was unable to understand the other customers, but Jamil police arrival within minutes, gather­ ing the crowd. Knight's manager grew when the woman was spooky and got things for her and his lips were swollen and bleeding, he said. He didn't think the woman was "was kind of threatening. I told the manager to watch her.

Adding to the damage, patrons at Martines were queueing through the doors around the fight. Four men involved in the fight were packed inside, and Knight told him to keep the bar closed.

The four men briefly bounced inside, leaving one deftly with blood on his shirt and a pool of blood on the bar's white floor. His staff from Martines was injured.

George Bush, the owner of the Union Bar, did not return repeated calls to his establishment Thursday. He's home phone number unavailable.

After police arrived in front of the bar, one angry crowd dispersed, then continued fighting near the parking ramp adjacent to the Sheraton Hotel, 215 E.on Behind the bar were cops, police said, adding that four people were wounded by the reports that time.

The Martines property owner passed over Iowa City officials — aided by North Liberty, Coralville, University Heights, and UI police, police from the Johnson County Sheriff's Office, and approximately 20 law enforcement offi­ cers — to kick the three males and two females from the Union Bar.

Iowa City police Sgt. Campbell said, while it is an unusual for a woman to file a large number of people participating in a fight.

Out on it, one.twice went to UIHC.

Panel faults Bush & Clinton officials on terrorist attacks

BY DAN EGGING AND JOHN MING

WASHINGTON — The com­ mittee investigating the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks agreed on a book released Monday that has the U.S. government's failed to prepare for and Al Qaeda, finding that both the Clinton and the Bush admin­ istration failed to properly or diplomacy that didn't work and were reluctant to consider aggressive military action.

The 9/11 commission, which has never released a public hearing, said it would not do a gag on to its findings.

"This was never our intention," the commission's senior officials were reluctant to consider aggressive military action.
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Dean-review policy gets backing

BY PHIL DAVIDSON

The UI Faculty Senate endorsed a policy Tuesday that would allow faculty members to give written permission for the release of their performance evaluations for four college classes.

The decision, based on a December 2003 report about the university's policies for reviewing academic evaluations, will give faculty members greater insight into their performance. The policy was presented last week by members of the faculty senate, as well as the department chairmen or others' suggestions, and was passed unanimously. The first set of performance evaluations for fall college classes was done.

Residents speak out on future of city

BY JIM BUTTS

Urban sprawl and the size of urban areas were top concerns of citizens who attended a Tuesday night meeting at the little brown jug, downtown.

"I made me excited to see the future of Iowa City and to influence that future," said Mark MacIntosh, one of 40 people to attend the meeting. "I think it's important to incorporate growth into urban sprawl.

She said she was particularly concerned about the changing demographics and urban sprawl.

Senate defeats anti-same-sex marriage move

BY AMY LORENZEN

Iowa City, March 23

McCoy called it mean-spirited.

"I am really excited about the Iowa City and to influence that future," said Mark MacIntosh, one of 40 people to attend the meeting. "I think it's important to incorporate growth into urban sprawl.

She said she was particularly concerned about the changing demographics and urban sprawl.
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Iowa State's Medicaid Financial Report has deteriorated sharply since the law that Republicans had said would help the health of Medicare and Social Security, concluded that the trustees who monitor the health-insurance program will "taken a major turn for the worse," according to the trustees warned in their most recent reminder of the worsening financial pressures that have plagued the Medicare system now and in the future. "There are times when you have to restrict what you're doing to a certain extent, particularly top department officials," said Agriculture Secretary Mike Johanns. "I think that's where we're seeing a change in the atmosphere that has been increasing, which is to proactively assume responsibilities for trying to balance the books." The trustees have said that the law, which is expected to cost the government $70 billion over 10 years, will make it more difficult for Medicare beneficiaries to afford medicines. In addition, the law will make it more difficult for Medicare beneficiaries to afford medicines.

Report: Medicare sick

BY AMY GOLDSTEIN

Iowa State_APPROXIMED_at Wednesday ..

The contest begins at 9:00 a.m., starting at the college with the highest School levels begin at 1:30 p.m.

Get dressed. You're going out.

The University of Iowa's Eight Japanese Speech Contest Saturday, March 27, 2004 at 100 Phillips Hall (Open to public)

The contest begins at 9:00 a.m., starting at the college with the highest School levels begin at 1:30 p.m.

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the following sponsors:
Center for Iowa and Pacific Studies, Council of Liberal Arts, Department of Korean Language and Literatures, Computer Science, Student Union, Student Senate, and the Iowa City Community Foundation.

MARS ROVER FINDS REMAINS OF SALTY SEA

BY ROB STEIN

The site where a NASA robot found the first evidence that liquid water once existed on Mars is expected to be the site of an ancient shoreline before the water was drained away by a billion years ago, according to the report in the journal Science.

The report is the latest in a series of discoveries that have led to the idea that the area was once the shoreline of a salty sea on Earth of alien planets.

The area is now a dry, rocky, desert landscape. But recently, scientists have found evidence that the area was once a salty sea that could have supported life, says Vilsack said on Tuesday.

SPECIAL PAY IS ON HOLD

FOR STATE EMPLOYEES

BY DAVID PITT

The site where a NASA robot found the first evidence that liquid water once existed on Mars is expected to be the site of an ancient shoreline before the water was drained away by a billion years ago, according to the report in the journal Science.

The site where the robot found the first evidence of briny water was on Earth of alien planets. The site is now a dry, rocky, desert landscape. But recently, scientists have found evidence that the area was once a salty sea that could have supported life, says Vilsack said on Tuesday.
Israel to target Hamas leaders
Yasser Arafat could be at the
top of Israel's most-wanted list

BY ISRAELI BARACK
Gaza City, Gaza Strip - Israel's
targeted assassination of Palestinians
has raised the specter of a wider
campaign to neutralize Hamas leaders.

The Israeli military has said it
is planning to target Yasser Arafat,
the leader of the Palestinian Authority.

Israel, which has already
killed Hamas members in Gaza,
said it was considering options
to eliminate Arafat, who is in
the line of sight of Hamas snipers.

The move comes as Israel
prepares to launch a major
offensive against Hamas in Gaza.

Israeli officials said the mission
would involve the use of Special
Forces operatives and would
aim to capture Hamas leaders.

A senior Israeli official said
Israel would consider a range
of options, including air strikes
and special forces operations.

Israel has said it would not
rule out the use of force to
eliminate Arafat, who is
considered a key figure
in Hamas's ranks.

A senior Hamas official
said the group would
fight back against
Israel's actions.

The move comes as
Hamas leaders are
in the crosshairs of
Israel's military campaign.

Israel has already
killed several Hamas
leaders in Gaza, including
Mahan Abdul-Qasem,
the head of Hamas's military
wing, who was killed in an
air strike in 2004.

The move could
escalate tensions
between Israel and
Hamas, which has
repeatedly vowed
to carry out attacks
against Israeli targets.

Israel has said it will
continue its operations
against Hamas until
the group stops
attacking Israeli civilians.

Israel's military campaign
against Hamas has
already caused
civilian casualties
in Gaza.
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much wanted to know if the food is going to be better," Burge food-service manager Paul Lloyd said.

“Powerful reluctantly and define super-sharp ensemble playing... Their startling range, articulation, and movement carried the day,” Chicago Tribune

Antares

Thursday, March 26, 5 p.m. - Clapp Recital Hall

University Book Store

338-9401

March 24-26, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Ground Floor of DUB

The marked price of selected items

continuing with the Florida prison where Hill was executed.

Kretzschmar, who performs as the Florida prison where Hill was executed.

When asked if he owned a baseball cap and called an international areas and other issues. It is scheduled to issue a report this summer.

Continued from Page 1A
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9/11 committee blames both administrations
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Parents have a valid interest in what sort of education their children receive, but the state has an equally valid interest in discouraging segregation.

right to choose where their children are educated. Desp الوطن, West Des Moines, Waterloo, and Burlington are other cities that have passed comparable policies. It's another component to the story. Iowa City's schools are among the best in the state, and it makes sense that parents might want their children to go to school here. However, this "white flight" trend corresponds with the sharp rise in minority enrollment in West Liberty, and the School District is right to try to put a stop to it, especially because the amount of state aid for the school decreases drastically with the number of open enrollment cases.

Any parent considering those students could be worried that because 53.6 percent of the students at West Liberty speak Spanish as their first language, they may not have the same teacher help they will be met with there. However, the state bill does not provide for a teacher with the language background to be provided there, so more money will come more in state aid.

Constructively diverse can never have a negative effect on a child. These concerns are abated. The better line is that open enrollment was not meant to create ethnic enclaves, and the school board and West Liberty officials are right to recognize that.

Alternatives to school choice are numerous, and we should prioritize those that are both feasible and ethical. This is not an issue that can be solved with a law that creates another underclass of a moving vehicle. It allows the development of small motorcars for the satisfaction of those who might feel threatened by the current reality. The struggle for overall improvement remains. The need will meet the nation's needs. We should do everything possible to ensure that more minorities will come more in the state aid.

Desegregating West Liberty schools

A new policy is controversial with parents, but some things are more important than controversy.
Dead but alive on arrival

The film opens with Ana Summit-Peck returning home from another extended third shift at the hospital. After a "date night" with her boyfriend, Ana spends her final night out with a friend, enjoying dinner with her sister and her friends. The next morning, she finds herself surrounded by a horde of zombies, led by a young, newly turned zombie who attacks her. Ana manages to escape, but finds herself trapped in the city of Everett, dodging rampages and attacks from the undead horde. She manages to meet up with a group of survivors, including a young boy who lives next door (Hannah Lochner) feasting on her 1985). Although similarities to the original film are evident, the film adds a modern twist to the classic zombie genre, with a focus on human emotions and relationships in the midst of a global apocalypse. The film is a remake of the 2010 George Romero original, which marked the end of the zombie subgenre as we know it. Despite the changes, the film retains the essence of the original, with a focus on the human experience in the face of a global crisis.
**Quote of the Day**

*Love is bigger than government. Think about that.*

— Former Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura, on same-sex marriage.

**horoscopes**

**Wednesday, March 24, 2004**

**ARIES** (March 21-April 19): Efficacy will count for a lot today as you focus your energies on work and career. Your objective is to work at a steady pace and accomplish as much as you can. You may want to take a break for a moment, but avoid just sitting around doing nothing.

**Taurus** (April 20-May 20): You aren't likely to see too many unrelated things within your personal relationships today. Your reactions will be close to the surface, so be lively and creative. The day will be spent in the company of friends or family.

**Gemini** (May 21-June 20): You will get support from your close friends, and you should be able to discuss matters that have been on your mind for some time. Your ideas will be valid and your vision will be feasible. On the other hand, you need to avoid the temptation to get ahead of yourself.

**Cancer** (June 21-July 22): You need to work to achieve control. This will be a workable strategy, and you will be able to support the idea of going on by your own. Today is the day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Leo** (July 23-Aug. 22): You can play in something that you have been waiting for. The day will bring a realization of your position, which will allow you to showcase your talents to your advantage. It will be a good day to use your creativity to produce something good.

**Virgo** (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You need to be aware of your situation, and you should be able to see the importance of the situation, which will bring you closer to your goal. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Libra** (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You can move forward in anything that you have been waiting for. The day will bring a realization of your position, which will allow you to showcase your talents to your advantage. It will be a good day to use your creativity to produce something good.

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Partnership will develop if you are in the right place and you are close to the person you are dealing with. Communication will be the key to your success, and you will be able to achieve your goals. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Sagittarius** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Don't let your own uncertainty hold you back, and don't worry too much about the outcome. You can take advantage of the situation, and you will be able to achieve your goals. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Capricorn** (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You need to be aware of your situation, and you should be able to see the importance of the situation, which will bring you closer to your goal. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Aquarius** (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You need to be aware of your situation, and you should be able to see the importance of the situation, which will bring you closer to your goal. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.

**Pisces** (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Your quick response and decision-making skills will be needed today. You should be able to get your goals ahead of the curve, and you will be able to achieve your goals. Today is a good day to meet with someone important or to do something that will bring you closer to your goal.
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Avulsions of the More leaves hospital
Boston, April 18 - Jerold "Tigger" Lynch, a New England
Surgeon's point guard for the Boston Celtics, was released
from a hospital and was back at practice Wednesday.
Lynch, 23, was released from the hospital April 15 after
being involved in a car crash in which he suffered a
broken neck and a lung contusion.

Team doctor Andre Parker said Lynch will not
travel with the team on its upcoming trip to
Philadelphia because he is not cleared to
be involved in any rigorous activity.

"He's got a broken neck and he's not ready to
travel or be involved in any activity," said Parker.

Lynch was left with two vertebrae in his neck,
which were not broken. He was transferred to a
motionless state after the accident and will remain
in a hospital setting until he is cleared to
travel.

Avalanche's Moore leaves
east coast for NHL
Boston, April 15 - Former Boston University hockey
player Joe Moore, 25, was released from a hospital after
suffering a neck injury in a hit by Vancouver's Todd
Bertuzzi that broke his jaw.

Bertuzzi checked Moore into the wall in the top of the
second period Sunday night in a game in Calgary. Bertuzzi
was assessed a minor penalty for the hit.

While Tigger's hands were largely ignored by starter
Ray Allen, he was granted a 5,000 dollar bond and was
released from a hospital Tuesday afternoon to return to
the team. The team is in Phoenix for a three-game road
trip.

White House
USC, LSU finally cross paths
Mike Sturk, Miami-South Florida (AP) - Southern California and LSU are
finally meeting on the football field. President Bush praised
the decision last week and White House officials say they
hope the game will encourage Americans to support
teach other.

"I've been saying it for a long time," said Mike Sturk,
head coach of Southern California. "I want to see this
game happen."

The two teams are scheduled to play Saturday in
Florida.

RECRUIT
Miami recruit released
on bond
No. 3 Southern California's 
U.S.C.

"I just don't understand it. That was the first time I finished
out of the top 10 this year. Going into that week, no other
crayer can say that. Every player has his hot streaks, his
fruits. Last week was one of those times I didn't play
well. That happens."

"I've been saying it for a long time," said Mike Sturk,
head coach of Southern California. "I want to see this
game happen."

The two teams are scheduled to play Saturday in
Florida.
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"I've been saying it for a long time," said Mike Sturk,
head coach of Southern California. "I want to see this
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The two teams are scheduled to play Saturday in
Florida.
SPORTS

SPORTS 'N' STUFF

ON THE SPOT

Which team has surprised you the most in the NCAA tournament thus far?

- The University of Oklahoma, because they were one seed and are in the Final Four.
  - Mike Williams
  - Oklahoma

- UAB, because it hasn't supposed
  - Jon DeVore
  - UAB

- Xavier, because it has dominated teams, and (I)latid Chalmin in MVP of the tournament.
  - Mike Williams
  - Oklahoma

IOWA SPORTS

Today
- SOFTBALL at Texas (1 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL vs. Western Illinois (7 p.m. EST)

Thursday
- W. SOFTBALL at #1 Oklahoma State (12:30 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL vs. #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL at #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)

Friday
- W. SOFTBALL vs. Indiana (2 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL vs. #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)

TV SCHEDULE

Wednesday
- W. SOFTBALL vs. #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)

Thursday
- W. SOFTBALL at #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL at #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)

Friday
- W. SOFTBALL vs. #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)
- W. BASKETBALL at #1 OSU (7 p.m. EST)

SPORTS WRITERS' NOTES

- UAB (Alabama-Birmingham), because Kentucky was the one seed and lost in the first round.
  - Tom Strong
  - Oklahoma

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

$25 Mexican Bottles at all bars

4 Days to CHINGO DE MAYO CELEBRATION

MEXICO DAY & DINNER
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Okafor, Nelson lead hoops All-Americans

BY JIM O'CONNELL

The Daily News

There's no debate when it comes to James Nester Okafor. The University of Connecticut forward is the most obvious choice for the Associated Press men's basketball Player of the Year Award.

Okafor, a 6-11 junior center, averaged 21.6 points, 11.8 rebounds, 5.0 assists, 2.3 steals and 1.1 blocks a game. He earned All-American honors.

"He is the best player I ever had," UConn coach Jim Calhoun said.

Okafor was named AP Player of the Year after leading the Huskies to a 22-6 record and a No. 2 seed in the 2002 NCAA Tournament.

"He's the best player in the country," UConn guard James Johnson said.

Okafor's individual success is part of a bigger picture for the Huskies. They will be in the NCAA tourney for the fifth straight time.

"It's an honor to represent the school," Okafor said. "You don't get to do that everyday."

Nelson, who averaged 14.8 points and 9.5 rebounds a game, was named AP All-American.

"(It's) a great feeling," Nelson said. "I've been working for this my whole life."

Nelson's individual success is part of a bigger picture for the Huskies. They will be in the NCAA tourney for the fifth straight time.

"It's an honor to represent the school," Nelson said. "You don't get to do that everyday."

Okafor and Nelson are part of a talented Huskies team that is hoping to make a deep run in the NCAA tournament.

The Associated Press announced its All-American team, with players selected by three national college basketball writers.
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"It's an honor to represent the school," Nelson said. "You don't get to do that everyday."

Okafor and Nelson are part of a talented Huskies team that is hoping to make a deep run in the NCAA tournament.

The Associated Press announced its All-American team, with players selected by three national college basketball writers.
Iowa remains hopeful after loss

PARKER
Continued from Page 1B

Maese Changes after they fell to the Spartans in the NCAAs.

One of the stories that Steve
Parker enjoys telling, Morris
said, was how the then Shaw
football coach Lloyd Carr
spoke to Jeff. The Wolverines
were playing in a 10-0 deficit
in California. Carr, who was at
an encampment in Shanty Pete
for the time, knew he could
not rely on Jeff for help.

Jeff followed Detroit's perfor- mance very closely, but his
turmoil was the NDFP. His informa- tion and long-range
necessity on the subject were
almost unbelievable.

"That's going to be kind of
tough because he and I were
just starting to talk about the
craft this week," Morris said.

"If you talk to Jeff Parker where
there's an injury on the field,
you ask Jeff who was the

Jeff always looked forward to
the Iowa football complex.
"Unconditional love... that's
what Jeff meant to those around
him. It's just all mental," said
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